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 For the past ten years, Hasan Elahi, who was born in Bangladesh and grew up in New York, has 
been photographing his life. The beds in which he sleeps, the meals he eats, the view from the aircraft in 
which he travels, even the toilets he uses.  
 Elahi, 40, has his reasons. After the attacks of 2001, the FBI put him on the terrorism watch list. He 
was interrogated, repeatedly, for months. A man considered suspicious for his origin, his name, number of 
air miles. At that time, Elahi, an artist, found his subject: he surveils himself. 
 He saves the FBI a lot of time. If officials wanted to they could visit his - confoundingly detailed - 
website or, currently, view the photographs of 672 toilet bowls at Postmasters Gallery in New York. 
 The photos hang right there on the white wall, meticulously organized. The work looks like classic 
Conceptual Art, paired with gallows humor. And only at first it is a surprise to find that this work is part of a 
group show, which deals with the German painter Gerhard Richter. It's about Richter's status as a living 
monument. But from the show's title, "Richteriana," one need not expect too much reverence. 
 Richter, 80, is one of the most expensive living painters in the world, a star in two disciplines, 
abstraction and - in his typical, slightly blurred execution - objectivity. For many decades, these figurative 
pictures have been painted after photos.  
 Richter even created his own, ever-growing work of art from his sources and other photographic 
images, which he called "Atlas". The huge collection consists of approximately 15,000 photos, carefully 
arranged in 783 panels. There are political images, but also private ones. 
 There is much of "Atlas" in Elahi's work, and yet it is different. Richter manages his sources of 
inspiration; Elahi documents his daily life. Richter archived photos of the bodies of the RAF terrorists who 
killed themselves at Stammheim, the basis of his group of paintings entitled "18 October 1977." Elahi wants 
to prove that he is no terrorist. Elahi's work is formally similar to Richter's, but he understands it as a weapon, 
and he loads it with an aggressive spirit. 
 The exhibition shows that there are these and other ways to deal with the German idol. American 
filmmaker, artist and blogger Greg Allen's looks rather relaxed and cool. He has had pictures by Richter re-
painted, specifically those which the stern painter had cut up almost 50 years ago because he was 
dissatisfied with them. A warship, a woman in a bikini, a family portrait, those kinds of things. 
 Allen, 45, found the destroyed pictures in an article in Der Spiegel (5/2012). Over the course of his 
career, Richter himself has been inspired by press reports to make art -- at times by some from DER SPIEGEL. 
 The report that the no-longer-existing Richter paintings would be worth millions today had Allen turn 
his work about Richter also into a body of work about the art market. In 1964 the painter had offered 
unsuccessfully for sale some of the paintings that were later destroyed. And the market that was once so 
ignorant now cannot get enough of Richter. 
 Allen provides supply. He sent a few images from DER SPIEGEL to China. There, these faux sixties 
Richters, were made in one of the sweatshops where, for a few dollars, you can also buy a Mona Lisa. This 
may seem disrespectful, because Allen corrects the painter's judgment. 
 Ultimately, he also created major conceptual art. Experts speak of "appropriation art" when artists 
use other people's concepts/compositions as the basis of their own work. Allen says he considers these 
paintings very much as his own. 
 His exhibition pieces are pictures after pictures of pictures after pictures. More precisely: paintings 
after JPGs of paintings after images that Richter once tore from newspapers. And Allen himself has barely 
needed to do anything himself.  
 This show also makes clear that as an artist, one should never let anyone spoil the fun, even if one 
has not made it as far as Richter. David Diao, however, thinks he deserves a little more recognition. The artist 
is Chinese American. In the late sixties, long before the German, Diao, 69, had replaced the brush with a 
palette knife to create abstract compositions. 
 Later Diao took an essay devoted to Gerhard Richter from a trade publication. He enlarged the text 
and framed it, but he replaced the name of the German with his own, and illustrations of works by Richter 
with illustrations of his own paintings.  Richter turned into Diao. That's another way to write art history. 




